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Abstract 62 
 63 
Cardiovascular dysfunction often occurs after high-level spinal cord injury (SCI). Disrupting supraspinal 64 

vasomotor pathways affects basal hemodynamics and contributes to the development of autonomic 65 

dysreflexia (AD). Transplantation of early stage neurons to the injured cord may reconstruct the 66 

descending projections to enhance cardiovascular performance. To determine the specific role of 67 

reestablishing serotonergic regulation of hemodynamics, we implanted serotonergic (5-HT+) neuron 68 

enriched embryonic raphe nucleus-derived neural stem cells/progenitors (RN-NSCs) into a complete 69 

spinal cord transection lesion site in adult female rats. Grafting embryonic spinal cord-derived NSCs 70 

(SC-NSCs) or injury alone served as two controls. Ten weeks post-injury/grafting, histological analysis 71 

revealed well-survived grafts and partial integration with host tissues in the lesion site. Numerous graft-72 

derived serotonergic axons topographically projected to the caudal autonomic regions. Neuronal tracing 73 

showed that host supraspinal vasomotor pathways regenerated into the graft, and 5-HT+ neurons within 74 

graft and host brainstem neurons were transsynaptically labeled by injecting pseudorabies virus (PRV-75 

614) into the kidney, indicating reconnected serotonergic circuits regulating autonomic activity. Using 76 

an implanted telemeter to record cardiovascular parameters, grafting RN-NSCs restored resting mean 77 

arterial pressure (MAP) to normal levels and remarkably alleviated naturally-occurring and colorectal 78 

distension-induced AD. Subsequent pharmacological blockade of 5-HT2A receptors with ketanserin in 79 

RN-NSC grafted rats reduced resting MAP and increased heart rate in all but two controls. Furthermore, 80 

spinal cord re-transection below RN-NSC grafts partially eliminated the recovery in AD. Collectively, 81 

these data indicate that RN-NSCs grafted into an SCI site relay supraspinal control of serotonergic 82 

regulation for sympathetic activity to improve cardiovascular function.  83 

 84 

Key words: cell transplantation, spinal cord transection, transsynaptic tracing, hemodynamics 85 
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Significance Statement  86 

Disruption of supraspinal vasomotor pathways results in cardiovascular dysfunction following high-level 87 

spinal cord injury (SCI). To reestablish the descending regulation of autonomic function, we 88 

transplanted serotonergic neuron enriched embryonic raphe nucleus-derived neural stem 89 

cells/progenitors (RN-NSCs) into the lesion site of completely-transected rat spinal cord. Consequently, 90 

grafted RN-NSCs acted as a neuronal relay to reconnect supraspinal center and spinal sympathetic 91 

neurons below the injury. The reconstituted serotonergic regulation of sympathetic activity led to the 92 

improvement of hemodynamic parameters and mitigated autonomic dysreflexia. Based on 93 

morphological and physiological results, this study validates the effectiveness of transplanting early 94 

stage serotonergic neurons into the spinal cord for cardiovascular functional recovery after SCI.  95 
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Introduction 96 

Cardiovascular complications are one of the leading causes of mortality and morbidity in those with 97 

a spinal cord injury (SCI). After a severe, high-level SCI, patients may suffer from myriad manifestations 98 

of cardiovascular dysfunctions, including altered resting hemodynamics, orthostatic hypotension, and 99 

life-threatening autonomic dysreflexia (AD). Episodic AD is clinically defined as acute hypertension 100 

induced by a massive, sympathetic discharge that is often accompanied by baroreceptor-mediated 101 

bradycardia (Karlsson, 1999; Krassioukov et al., 2003). AD events are commonly triggered by noxious 102 

visceral or somatic sensory stimulation below the injury (Teasell et al., 2000; Mathias, 2006; Eldahan 103 

and Rabchevsky, 2018). While multiple mechanisms have been associated with the development of 104 

cardiovascular dysfunction following SCI, including sprouting of pelvic afferents (Krenz and Weaver, 105 

1998; Cameron et al., 2006), propriospinal plasticity (Rabchevsky, 2006; Hou et al., 2008), and 106 

increased sensitivity of adrenergic receptors in peripheral blood vessels (Krassioukov et al., 2002), a 107 

primary cause is the disruption of descending vasomotor pathways.  108 

The majority of supraspinal regions have been characterized to provide input to sympathetic 109 

preganglionic neurons (SPNs) and regulate their activity in the thoracolumbar spinal cord, e.g., 110 

originating from the rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM), rostral ventromedial medulla (RVMM), caudal 111 

raphe nuclei (RN), A5 region, and paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus (Jansen et al., 112 

1995). These descending projections release a variety of neurotransmitters and neuropeptides acting 113 

upon SPNs to regulate blood pressure and heart rate (Furlan et al., 2003; Llewellyn-Smith, 2009). 114 

Among them, the caudal RN, which are composed of the raphe magnus, raphe pallidus and raphe 115 

obscurus, extend the main serotonergic innervation to SPNs in the spinal cord (Ahn et al., 2018). The 116 

pathways release serotonin (5-HT) that plays an essential role in regulating sympathetic outflow 117 

(Calaresu and Yardley, 1988; Coote, 1990). Previous studies reported that descending serotonergic 118 

axons can independently produce a pressor response (Chalmers et al., 1988). It was also 119 

demonstrated that the loss of serotonergic innervation and regulation following SCI is one important 120 
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reason for disordered hemodynamics (Cormier et al., 2010). Accordingly, we postulated that 121 

reestablishing serotonergic regulation of SPN activity will improve cardiovascular function following SCI. 122 

In recent decades, many studies were focused on promoting axon regeneration to restore function 123 

following SCI, but physiological improvements are subtle or modest even when both intrinsic 124 

regenerative capacity and extrinsic inhibitory environments were extensively manipulated (Tuszynski 125 

and Steward, 2012; Wu et al., 2017). By contrast, transplantation of neural stem cells into the lesion of 126 

an injured spinal cord remains a promising therapeutic strategy to repair compromised function. Unlike 127 

mature central neurons with a poor capacity to regenerate, developing ones often express high level of 128 

growth-related proteins that permit extensive axon elongation. Previous investigations showed that, 129 

when multipotent progenitor cells derived from either embryonic spinal cord or stem cells were 130 

implanted into the rat injured spinal cord, they extended long projections and eventually differentiated 131 

into mature neurons (Reier et al., 1992; Cummings et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2012; Kadoya et al., 2016). 132 

Newly differentiated neurons can then form relay circuits to compensate for disrupted supraspinal 133 

pathways (Bonner et al., 2011). We recently transplanted embryonic brainstem-derived neural stem 134 

cells/progenitors to the injured spinal cord and found recovered resting blood pressure and alleviated 135 

artificially-induced AD (Hou et al., 2013b). Histologically, some grafted 5-HT+ neurons survived and 136 

projected to the caudal spinal cord, correlating with the improved sympathetic tone and diminished AD. 137 

In the present study, we sought to more specifically determine the role of reestablishing 138 

serotonergic innervation to abrogate cardiovascular dysfunction following SCI. By transplanting neural 139 

stem cells/progenitors derived from the embryonic raphe (RN-NSCs) into a completely transected 140 

spinal cord, we aimed to reconstitute serotonergic modulation of sympathetic activity for cardiovascular 141 

functional improvement after SCI.   142 
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Materials and Methods 143 

Animals  144 

Adult female Fischer 344 (F344) rats (150-200 g, 2-month old) were used in the experiments. 145 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and Society for Neuroscience guidelines on animal care 146 

were strictly followed to minimize the number of animals used and any potential suffering. For all 147 

surgeries, including SCI and cell transplantation, neuronal tract tracer injection, implantation of 148 

telemetric transmitters, and spinal cord re-transection, animals were anesthetized with inhalation of 4% 149 

isoflurane. Anesthesia was maintained using 2% isoflurane during the surgery.  150 

Animals were divided into 4 groups: 1) transplanted with embryonic RN-NSCs, 2) transplanted with 151 

embryonic spinal cord-derived neural stem cells/progenitors (SC-NSCs) containing very few to no 5-152 

HT+ neurons as a cellular control, 3) injury only without graft as another control, and 4) a naïve, 153 

uninjured control. Some animals grafted with RN-NSCs underwent anterograde neural tracing, 154 

transsynaptic tracing, and spinal cord re-transection 10 weeks after transplantation. To exclude the 155 

cases with incomplete SCI in all groups, we performed histological examination in the spinal cord 156 

sections. Animals with an incomplete lesion, which was identified by immunolabeling for glial fibrillary 157 

acidic protein (GFAP) in the lesion site of injury-only cords or GFAP+ cells within GFP- areas in the 158 

lesion of grafted cords, were ruled out (n = 6). In a few rats, graft integration in the lesion site was poor 159 

without axon extension into the host cord. They were also excluded regardless of their cardiovascular 160 

performance (RN-NSC graft, n = 3; SC-NSC graft, n = 2). Thus, a final number of 42 rats was used for 161 

histological and cardiovascular analysis (RN-NSC graft, n = 25, 8 for cardiovascular and histological 162 

analysis, 5 for anterograde tracing, 8 for transsynaptic tracing, 4 for spinal cord re-transection; SC-NSC 163 

graft, n = 9, 6 for cardiovascular and 3 of them and other 3 for histological analysis; injury controls, n = 164 

8 for cardiovascular analysis, n = 6 for histological analysis; naive rats, n = 6 used to assess normal 165 

cardiovascular parameters).  166 
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Cell preparation  167 

Previous studies demonstrated the role of central serotonin in regulating hemodynamics and AD 168 

(Chalmers et al., 1988). Recently, we reported that grafting embryonic brainstem neurons reconstructs 169 

neuronal circuits and improve cardiovascular function (Hou et al., 2013b). To identify the specific effect 170 

of reestablished serotonergic regulation on the functional recovery, in the present study, we 171 

transplanted embryonic day 14 (E14) RN-NSCs enriched with serotonergic neurons into the injured 172 

spinal cord, whereas E14 SC-NSCs lacking adequate serotonergic neurons served as a cellular control. 173 

E14 brainstem area containing the rostral and caudal raphe nuclei (Fig. 1A-C) or spinal cord from 174 

transgenic F344 transgenic rats ubiquitously expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (GFP) 175 

under the ubiquitin C promoter provided donor tissue (Rat Resource and Research Center, University 176 

of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri). At this stage, embryonic grafts are composed of a mixture of NSCs, 177 

neuronal or glial restricted precursors (Kalyani and Rao, 1998). To maximally preserve extracellular 178 

matrixes to better support graft survival, GFP-expressing E14 RN or SC was freshly dissected and 179 

mechanically dissociated to small chucks instead of single cell solution for implantation based on our 180 

recent findings (Hou et al., 2018). The tissue blocks were then re-suspended in a fibrin matrix (25 181 

mg/ml fibrinogen, 25 U/ml thrombin) containing growth factors to support graft survival as described 182 

previously for transplantation (Lu et al., 2012; Hou et al., 2013b), including BDNF (50 μg/ml), 183 

neurotrophin-3 (50 μg/ml), platelet-derived growth factor-AA (10 μg/ml), insulin-like growth factor 1 (10 184 

μg/ml), epidermal growth factor (10 μg/ml), basic fibroblast growth factor (10 μg/ml), glial cell line-185 

derived neurotrophic factor (10 μg/ml), and hepatocyte growth factor (10 μg/ml).  186 

Spinal cord surgery and cell transplantation 187 

The rats were anesthetized with isoflurane and an incision of 2-3 cm was created in the skin of 188 

thoracic back. Connective tissues and muscles were moved aside with a tissue separator and T3 dorsal 189 

laminectomy was performed. The dura was cut longitudinally in the midline. We recently reported that 190 

microaspiration in lesion surgical techniques for SCI caused severe fibrotic scarring and cavitation 191 
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which in turn, resulted in poor survival and integration failure of grafted cells (Hou et al., 2018). In the 192 

present experiment, the spinal cord at T4 level was thus completely transected with iridectomy 193 

microscissors only. The dura was sutured before the cell injection in order to retain cells after the active 194 

bleed stopped. Embryonic RN/SC tissues were transplanted as small chucks immediately after injury. A 195 

total of 8 μl of E14 RN or SC cells (1.0 × 106/μl) were injected into the lesion site with a 10 μl Hamilton 196 

syringe. This number was obtained by disassociating a comparable tissue sample to single cell solution 197 

and counting under microscope. Afterwards, musculature and skin was closed. Rats were given 198 

injections of Lactated Ringer's solution, cefazolin (10 mg/kg), and buprenex (0.035 mg/kg; Reckitt 199 

Benckiser) for care post-surgery. Animals had their urinary bladder manually expressed at least 3 times 200 

daily for the first 2 weeks after surgery and then twice per day until sacrifice. Animals survived for an 201 

additional 10 weeks for cardiovascular measurement, tract tracing or histological analysis.  202 

Anterograde, retrograde and transsynaptic tract tracing 203 

To examine the potential regenerated host supraspinal vasomotor pathways, in one cohort of 204 

animals grafted with RN-NSCs (n = 5), biotinylated dextran amine (BDA, 10% in distilled water, 205 

molecular weight 10,000, Invitrogen) was bilaterally injected into the rostral ventrolateral medulla 206 

(RVLM), one of major structures regulating cardiovascular function, to anterogradely label the 207 

descending axon terminals 7 weeks after cell grafting (3 weeks before perfusion) (Dampney et al., 208 

2000). The coordination of injection relative to bregma was: rostrocaudal 11.80 mm, mediolateral 2.3 209 

mm, dorsoventral 7.6 mm; rostrocaudal 12.30 mm, mediolateral 2.2 mm; dorsoventral 7.4 mm; n = 5 in 210 

RN-NSC group) (Hou et al., 2013a). After the skull was opened using a drill, a total of 1.0 μl /site was 211 

injected slowly with a Hamilton syringe. Buprenex (0.035 mg/kg) was administered subcutaneously 212 

after awake from anesthesia and on the following day to control postoperative pain. 213 

FluoroGold (FG, 0.5% 200 μl in distilled water) was intraperitoneally injected to retrogradely label 214 

SPNs in the intermediolateral cell column (IML) of thoracolumbar cord 1 week prior to perfusion 215 

(Akhavan et al., 2006). To verify the graft-relayed reconnection of supraspinal sympathetic pathways, 216 
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we injected transsynaptic tracer PRV-614 encoding red fluorescent protein (RFP) (Bartha strain, 217 

courtesy of Dr. Michael A. Lane) into the kidney in one cohort of rats grafted with RN-NSCs (n = 8) and 218 

a control group (n = 7) that received T4 spinal cord transection but no cellular graft (Schramm et al., 219 

1993; Duale et al., 2009; Mironets et al., 2019). Approximately 10 weeks after cell transplantation/SCI, 220 

isoflurane-anesthetized rats received a retroperitoneal skin incision of 2–3 cm length on both sides to 221 

expose the kidney. A total of 6 μl PRV-614 (108 pfu/ml) was inoculated in the bilateral kidneys. The 222 

injections were carried out in 3 sites of the renal parenchyma (1.0 μl/site) on the longitudinal midline of 223 

the convex surface of the kidney using a fine glass needle, filled with mineral oil and connected to a 224 

10 μl Hamilton syringe. Animals were perfused at 72 or 96 hrs (n = 3 or 4 each) after viral injection. The 225 

spinal cord and brain were dissected for histology. 226 

Telemetric assessments of cardiovascular function 227 

A radio telemetric pressure transducer (Data Sciences International, DSI) was implanted in the 228 

abdomen to monitor cardiovascular parameters and AD 9 weeks following SCI/graft. Basal resting 229 

cardiovascular parameters including mean arterial pressure (MAP) and heart rate (HR), and as well as 230 

naturally-occurring or colorectal distension (CRD)-induced AD were measured one week later.  231 

Telemeter implantation. Isoflurane-anesthetized rats were placed in a supine position. A skin incision 232 

was made in the midline of ventral abdomen and the muscle layer was opened to expose the 233 

abdominal cavity. The organs were pushed aside and the descending abdominal aorta was separated 234 

with two cotton swabs and fine forceps from the vein. Then, the catheter of a telemeter (model HD-S10, 235 

DSI) was tipped into the abdominal descending aorta for 3-4 cm. A drop of tissue glue was used to seal 236 

the lesion of artery. The transducer body was anchored on the abdominal wall. After organs were 237 

replaced to their original places, the muscle and skin layers were then sutured, respectively. Rats were 238 

given subcutaneous injections of buprenex and cefazolin after surgery. 239 

Basal hemodynamic recordings. The Dataquest Acquisition & Analysis System ART software (DSI) was 240 

used for telemetric monitoring of hemodynamic parameters. Basal cardiovascular parameters, including 241 
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resting MAP and HR, were recorded in the following week post telemeter implantation. During the 242 

recording, pulse arterial pressure was transmitted as a radiofrequency signal to a receiver, and data 243 

from receivers were collected and analyzed, and MAP and HR values were derived from the pulse 244 

arterial pressure with a computerized acquisition system. Briefly, a cage housing a single rat was 245 

placed on the top of the receiver for 10–15 min to calm the rat down and to stabilize cardiovascular 246 

parameters after turning the telemeter on. Then MAP and HR were then recorded for at least 30 min 247 

with sampling rate of 10 sec. Data were averaged for statistics. 248 

Detecting naturally-occurring autonomic dysreflexia. Similar to what we did previously (Mironets et al., 249 

2018; Mironets et al., 2019), the incidence of naturally-occurring AD on the 24-hr basal parameter 250 

recordings was automatically detected with an algorithm program written in MatLab (MathWorks, Natick, 251 

MA). Concurrent values for MAP and HR were recorded at 2 s intervals for 24 hrs 1 week after 252 

telemeter implantation. The software processed these waveforms to effectively estimate the number of 253 

events where an abnormally sharp MAP increase was accompanied by HR decrease (Rabchevsky et 254 

al., 2012). The signals were initially low-pass filtered at a 0.04 Hz cut-off frequency to smooth out 255 

transient spikes and limit their impact on threshold crossings. In consideration of strain variation of 256 

F344 rats, the conditions were recognized as naturally-occurring AD as following: the average value of 257 

MAP increase from the baseline Tp = 15 mm Hg and HR decrease Th = 15 bpm within the MAP event 258 

interval. The parameters were chosen based on the offset of event to be zero in naïve rats. As a 259 

naturally-occurring AD episode, the difference between the MAP peak and minimum values within the 260 

previous Tr = 35 seconds must be Ts = 20 mm Hg or greater.  261 

CRD-induced autonomic dysreflexia. To initiate spinal viscero-sympathetic reflexes, 1 week after 262 

telemeter implantation, a latex balloon-tipped catheter (AA6110, Coloplast) was inserted for ~2 cm into 263 

the colorectum and secured to the tail with tape (Maiorov et al., 1997). Animals were then placed into a 264 

restrain plastic tube and put on the receiver. Rats were allowed to habituate to adjust for at least 15 min 265 

to stabilize basal cardiovascular parameters. CRD was then induced by inflation of the balloon with 1.4 266 
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ml of air for 1 min (exerting a pressure of approximately 30 mmHg). The parameters of MAP and HR 267 

were measured before (baseline), during, and after (recovery) a 1 min period of balloon catheter 268 

inflation with sampling rate of 3 sec. An animal was regarded as dysreflexic if the distension produced a 269 

rise in MAP and a decrease in HR (Krenz and Weaver, 1998). At least two distensions with a 15-30 min 270 

recovery period were implemented in a quiet environment. The difference between the baseline and 271 

change in MAP and HR was calculated for each trial and then averaged over the two trials. In addition, 272 

the time of MAP recovery was measured. The recovery time was defined from deflation of the catheter 273 

balloon to the time point when the value of MAP descended to the average level before CRD. The 274 

values from two trials were averaged for statistics.  275 

Pharmacological interventions and spinal cord re-transection 276 

To confirm specific effects of graft-derived serotonin on hemodynamic improvements, 277 

pharmacological interventions were employed for cardiovascular assessments. Previous studies 278 

demonstrated that 5-HT2A receptors are expressed on autonomic neurons in the rat spinal cord and 279 

regulate cardiovascular function (Doly et al., 2004; Cormier et al., 2010). To examine if hemodynamic 280 

recovery was related to the reestablished interaction of serotonin and receptors, we delivered 281 

ketanserin, an antagonist of 5-HT2A receptors, in rats grafted with RN-NSCs (n = 6) during the resting 282 

parameter and CRD-induced AD tests. Animals receiving SC-NSCs (n = 5) or injury only (n = 5) served 283 

as two controls. Three different dosages were subcutaneously (s. c.) administered, including 0.5, 1.5, 284 

and 3.0 mg/kg, with increasing dose pattern and at least 30 min intervals for recovery. 285 

To verify RN-NSC graft-mediated cardiovascular improvements, we performed spinal cord re-286 

transection to interrupt graft-derived descending projections in one cohort of rats (n = 4) after 287 

cardiovascular functional assay at the 10th week. Isoflurane-anesthetized rats were reopened in skin 288 

and muscle layers to expose the injury/graft site of spinal cord at T4 level. After the dura was cut 289 

longitudinally in the midline, the spinal cord was completely re-transected 2-3 mm caudal to the graft 290 

site with iridectomy microscissors. Finally, the muscle and skin were closed after the bleeding stopped. 291 
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Rats were then given s. c. injections of buprenex and cefazolin. One week after spinal cord re-292 

transection, resting cardiovascular recordings and CRD-induced AD were processed again, as 293 

described before. At the conclusion of recordings, rats were intraperitoneally injected with a lethal dose 294 

of Euthasol for perfusion. 295 

Histological analysis 296 

Tissue processing and immunohistochemistry. Rats were transcardially perfused with 0.1 M PBS, pH 297 

7.4, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. The spinal cord and brain were dissected out and put in 298 

the same solution for post fixation overnight. Tissues were then transferred to 30% sucrose in 0.1 M 299 

Tris-buffered saline (TBS) for at least 24 hrs. One 3 cm spinal cord segment containing the lesion site 300 

0.5 cm rostral and 2.5 cm caudal to the lesion (approximate levels T2–T10) was embedded in gum 301 

tragacanth (Sigma-Aldrich) in 30% sucrose/PBS whereas the brainstem was embedded in tissue-tek 302 

O.C.T. compound (Sakura Finetek) for cryostat, as described previously (Cameron et al., 2006). The 303 

spinal cord or brainstem was serially cryosectioned in the longitudinal, horizontal plane at 35 μm in 6 304 

series of free-floating sections. For immunostaining, free-floating sections were blocked in TBS 305 

containing 0.25% Triton X and 5% normal donkey serum for 1 h, and then incubated with primary 306 

antibodies (Table 1), including GFP to label GFP-expressing embryonic cells, GFAP to label astrocytes, 307 

NeuN to label mature neurons, 5-HT or tryptophan hydroxylase 1 (TPH1) to label serotonergic neurons 308 

and axons, choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) to label cholinergic neurons, dopamine-ß-hydroxylase 309 

(DBH) to label noradrenergic neurons, synaptophysin to label presynaptic terminals, platelet-derived 310 

growth factor receptor-β (PDGFR-β) to label blood vessel-derived fibroblasts, collagen III (Col-III) to 311 

label collagen, chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPG) to label astroglial inhibitory factors, Vascular 312 

endothelial growth factor receptor 2 (VEGFR2) to label blood vessels, PRV and RFP for infected cell by 313 

PRV-614. Sections were incubated in primary antibody solution overnight at 4°C and then incubated in 314 

Alexa Fluor 488-, 594-, or 647-conjugated goat or donkey secondary antibodies (1:500; Invitrogen) for 3 315 

hrs at room temperature. Notably, different combination of immunostaining for multiple antibodies were 316 
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performed for different observations. To label 5-HT+ neurons or BDA+ fibers in the graft for light-level 317 

microscopy, endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked with 0.6% hydrogen peroxide in TBS for 15 318 

min. After washing for three times, sections were incubated in avidin-biotinylated peroxidase complex 319 

(Elite kit; 1:100; Vector Laboratories) for 6 hrs at room temperature. Diaminobenzidine (DAB, 0.05%) 320 

was used as chromagen, with reactions sustained for 0.5–10 min. Further, the sections were processed 321 

for GFP/GFAP double immunofluorescent staining to visualize the area of graft or host tissue. After 322 

mounted on a glass slide, the sections were finally coverslipped with mounting medium containing 323 

DAPI except those labeled with FG. The slides were then reviewed and imaged using a fluorescent 324 

microscope (DM5500B, Leica), connected to a digital camera (C11440, Hamahatsu) and installed with 325 

a Slidebook 6 software (Intelligent Imaging Innovations), and a confocal microscope (TCS SP8, Leica).  326 

 327 

Table 1. Information of antibodies. 328 
Antibody Host Working  

Con. Company 

GFP chicken 1:1,000 Invitrogen 
 goat 1:1,500 Millipore 
GFAP mouse 1:1,500 Millipore 
 rabbit 1:1,500 Dako 
NeuN mouse 1:200 Millipore 
5-HT rabbit 1:1,000 Immunostar 
TPH1 rabbit 1:1,000 Novus 
ChAT goat 1:1,000 Millipore 
DBH mouse 1:500 Millipore 
Synaptophysin mouse 1:1,000 Millipore 
PDGFR-β rabbit 1:1,000 Abcam 
Col-III mouse 1:1,000 Abcam 
CSPG mouse 1:100 Sigma-Aldrich 
VEGFR2 mouse 1:1,000 Millipore 

PRV rabbit 1:10,000 courtesy of Dr. 
Lynn Enquist 

RFP rabbit 1:1,000 Rockland 
 mouse 1:1,000 Rockland 

 329 

Quantification of immunolabeling. All quantifications for histological analysis were conducted by an 330 

observer blinded to group identity. To determine the number of 5-HT+ cells in the graft, one serial of 331 
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horizontal longitudinal thoracic spinal cord sections triple labeled for 5-HT/GFP/GFAP was examined 332 

under fluorescence microscope. 5-HT/GFP double-labeled cells were counted at 100× magnification in 333 

two sections containing the IML region and one section containing the central canal in each animal. 334 

Only cells displaying a neuronal profile with cellular processes were counted. The total number of 335 

labeled neurons in all three sections was added together and used for statistical analysis. We counted 336 

5-HT+ fibers initiating from GFP+ grafts and projecting into the IML region in two sections containing FG 337 

retrogradely labeled SPNs per animal, with which the dense 5-HT+ fibers were often associated. The 338 

quantification was performed at 400× magnification using epifluorescent illumination and appropriate 339 

wavelength filters. To standardize the region of interest for every animal, two levels were selected in 340 

each section to quantify 5-HT+ axons. One was 0.2 mm caudal to the graft, a short distance for NSC-341 

derived axons, whereas the other was 5.0 mm for the projections with a long distance. Using a 342 

calibrated eyepiece with a scale in the objective of scope, we made a vertical line across the IML and 343 

counted the number of 5-HT+ fibers that crossed the line. For each animal, a total number of 5-HT+ 344 

axons were obtained by summing labeled fibers on two individual sections. The distance of longest 345 

serotonergic fibers in the IML was also measured using a calibrated eyepiece with a scale at 200× 346 

magnification. For BDA-labeled medulla-derived projections, the number and longest distance of visible 347 

profiles within the graft were quantified at 200× magnification under light microscopy. The total number 348 

of BDA-labeled axonal profiles and the averaged longest distance of fibers in all sections were used for 349 

statistical analysis. In transsynaptic neuronal tracing, injection of PRV-614 into the kidney of rats 350 

transplanted with RN-NSCs labeled neurons within the graft and host brainstem at different time 351 

courses. The number of PRV-labeled grafted neurons and labeled grafted serotonergic neurons, 352 

identified by PRV-614/GFP double immunolabeling or PRV-614/GFP/5-HT triple immunolabeling, were 353 

counted within the lesion/graft area in one serial of sections. In a set of sections from RN-NSC grafted 354 

rats and injury controls, PRV-labeled host neurons in the brainstem were also counted. The number of 355 

labeled neurons in each section were added together per animal for statistics.  356 
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Statistics  357 

Data of cardiovascular parameters among 4 groups were analyzed by One-way ANOVA with 358 

Fisher’s PLSD. The comparison of hemodynamics before and after pharmacological interventions was 359 

processed with Repeated measures ANOVA followed by post hoc with Bonferroni corrections whereas 360 

that before and after spinal cord re-transection was compared with Paired t-test. Histological data were 361 

analyzed using two-way ANOVA or unpaired t-test according to data types. A significance criterion of p 362 

< 0.05 was used. All values were expressed as the mean ± SEM. 363 

Results 364 

Adult inbred F344 rats underwent T4 complete spinal cord transection and cell grafting into the 365 

lesion site. Donors were E14 RN-NSCs or SC-NSCs from the same strain of GFP transgenic rats. An 366 

implanted telemetric system was employed to evaluate cardiovascular functional recovery, including 367 

resting MAP and HR, naturally-occurring or CRD-induced AD after 10 weeks. Selected animals 368 

underwent pharmacological interventions or spinal cord re-transection below the graft to examine 369 

relayed serotonergic regulation of hemodynamics. Multiple neuronal tracers, such as BDA, FG and 370 

PRV-614, were injected to identify potentially reestablished supraspinal vasomotor pathways (Fig. 1D, 371 

E).  372 

Cellular grafts survive and partially integrate into the host spinal cord 373 

Rats received T4 spinal cord transection and immediate transplantation of either GFP+ E14 RN-374 

NSCs or SC-NSCs into the spinal lesion. Some animals received an injury but not a transplant. To 375 

examine grafted cell survival and integration, animals were perfused 10 weeks after SCI and the spinal 376 

cords were processed for histological analysis. GFP+ RN-or SC-NSC implants survived well in the 377 

majority of animals (~70 – 80%; Fig. 2A). In these animals, the transplants expanded and integrated 378 

into the host gray and white matter in both the rostral and caudal directions. GFP+ cells were found 379 
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through the length of the lesion site and bridged the rostral and caudal stumps of spinal cord (Fig. 2A-380 

D).  381 

As expected, injury itself results in an astrocytic glial scar within the lesion penumbra (Fig. 2F) and 382 

a fibrotic scar located with the lesion site (Fig. 2E-F) Moreover, this tissue was rich in CSPGs and 383 

Collagen III (Fig. 2G). In animals that had NSCs transplanted into the lesion site, there was usually a 384 

scar-like tissue that encroached the center of the graft from the lateral edges of the lesion site. 385 

Immunostaining revealed that this region contained many PDGFR-β+ fibroblasts and virtually no GFP+ 386 

cells. A few PDGFR-β+ cells were also observed in GFP+ grafts, where they formed tube-like structures, 387 

suggesting their participation in the genesis of nascent blood vessels (Fig. 2B). Previous reports 388 

reported that fibroblasts in the scar tissue are mainly derived from pericytes of blood vessels in the 389 

neighboring spinal cord parenchyma (Goritz et al., 2011; Soderblom et al., 2013). Accordingly, as this 390 

type of fibroblast predominantly produces collagen III, we found intense accumulation of collagen-III in 391 

the fibrotic scar. Notably, deposition of collagen-III overlapped with PDGFR-β-labeled fibroblasts in the 392 

scar but not with those in the graft (Fig. 2C). In parallel, there was appreciable GFAP expression at the 393 

host/graft interface in the cords grafted with NSCs. CSPGs were present within the glial scar in the 394 

lesion penumbra as well as the fibrotic scar described above (Fig. 2D). Thus, RN- and SC-NSC 395 

implants survived and partially integrated into the host spinal cord.  396 

Immunostaining for 5-HT revealed many serotonergic neurons within the RN-NSC grafts. These 397 

neurons expressed NeuN, a marker of mature neurons (Fig. 2H, I). Significantly fewer 5-HT+ cells were 398 

detected in SC-NSC grafts (Fig. 2J). These cells could be derived from the few serotonergic neurons 399 

within the spinal cord itself (Mouchet et al., 1986; Newton and Hamill, 1988) or from a contamination by 400 

the caudal brainstem during embryo dissection, as previously described (Hou et al., 2003). Quantitative 401 

analysis illustrated that the percentage of NeuN+ neurons that were also 5-HT+ is much higher within 402 

RN-NSC grafts (12 ± 1.2%) than in SC-NSC grafts (1.2 ± 0.5%; Unpaired t-test, p < 0.001; Fig. 2K). In 403 

consideration of about 15% of 5-HT+ neurons in the caudal raphe nucleus (Charnay and Leger, 2010), 404 
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this is a very high percentage. No 5-HT labeling was observed within the lesion cavity of non-405 

transplanted cords. The results support the notion that a greater number of progenitors derived from the 406 

RN differentiate into serotonergic neurons than those harvested from the spinal cord, though both grafts 407 

contained some degree of 5-HT+ neurons.  408 

Grafted 5-HT+ neurons project to the caudal autonomic region 409 

Cells originating from both types of embryonic NSC grafts extended numerous GFP+ processes 410 

towards the caudal spinal cord (Fig. 3A, B), consistent with previous observations (Hou et al., 2013b). 411 

In the cords grafted with RN-NSCs, many 5-HT+ axons extended caudally over several spinal segments 412 

(Fig. 3A). These 5-HT+ fibers co-localized with GFP, indicating that they originated from the implants 413 

(Fig. 3D-F). Interestingly, many of these GFP+/5-HT+ fibers projected towards FG-labeled SPNs in the 414 

bilateral IML regions (Fig. 3D-G, I). Likewise, dense GFP+/5-HT+ fibers distributed in the caudal gray 415 

commissure around the central canal, another autonomic region in the spinal cord (Fig. 3J, K). In 416 

contrast, significantly fewer 5-HT+ fibers were observed caudal to the SC-NSC grafts (Fig. 3B, H). 5-417 

HT+ profiles were rarely detected below the lesion in the injury, non-transplanted control (Fig. 3C). 418 

Quantification of 5-HT+ axons in the IML demonstrated that a greater number of serotonergic fibers 419 

emerged from RN-NSC grafts (from the graft/host interface: 0.2 mm, 18.9 ± 1.9; 5.0 mm, 10.1 ± 0.9) 420 

than those from SC-NSC grafts (0.2 mm, 8.2 ± 1.9; 5.0 mm, 4.0 ± 1.1; Two-way ANOVA followed by 421 

Tukey’s adjustment, *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001 between groups) (Fig. 3L). There was no difference 422 

(Unpaired t-test, p > 0.05) in the length of the longest 5-HT+ fiber between the two groups (RN-NSC 8.3 423 

± 1.1 vs. SC-NSC 8.3 ± 0.9 mm; Fig. 3M) nor the extent of grafted cell migration from the edge of the 424 

spinal cord stumps (RN-NSC 3.1 ± 0.6 vs. SC-NSC 2.4 ± 0.4 mm; Fig. 3N). Confocal 3-dimensional 425 

reconstructions demonstrate co-localization of GFP, 5-HT, and the presynaptic marker synaptophysin 426 

surrounding a neuron within the IML, suggesting that these axons formed putative synapses upon 427 

neurons in this autonomic-centric region (Fig. 4). 428 

Host supraspinal vasomotor pathways regenerate into RN-NSC grafts 429 
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Transplanted NSCs that differentiate into neurons can help form a novel, compensatory circuit that 430 

relays information from supraspinal neurons to spinal neurons below the injury (Bonner and Steward, 431 

2015; Assinck et al., 2017). To investigate if supraspinal populations normally associated with 432 

regulating sympathetic function grow into the RN-NSC transplants, BDA was injected into the RVLM, 433 

one of the brainstem vasomotor centers, bilaterally 3 weeks before sacrifice, i.e., 7 weeks after SCI and 434 

transplantation. Histological analysis demonstrated that BDA-labeled RVLM projections extended to the 435 

graft/host interface, with some of them traversing across the border into RN-NSC grafts (Fig. 5A-C). 436 

The majority of BDA+ fibers that grew into the GFP+ graft were located in the rostral portion of the 437 

transplant; very few were found in the epicenter. No BDA-labeled axon terminals extended beyond the 438 

length of the graft into the distal spinal cord. Quantitative analysis showed a total of 75 ± 12 BDA+ 439 

axons within the graft. Interestingly, immunostaining revealed that BDA-labeled axon terminals that 440 

penetrated the cellular graft often aligned with blood vessels labeled with VEGFR2 (Fig. 5D-F). This 441 

suggests the importance of adequate nutrition supply or the role of endothelial cells in local 442 

environment for axon growth. These results are similar to our previous findings where host axon 443 

regeneration into grafts of whole brainstem-derived NSCs or SC-NSCs was limited (Hou et al., 2013b). 444 

Nevertheless, this short-distance host axon regrowth may be sufficient for the formation of a 445 

compensatory relay circuit.  446 

Transsynaptic tracing labels neurons in the graft and host brainstem 447 

To more directly assess if cells within the RN-NSC transplant are integrated into a novel circuit that 448 

may relay information from supraspinal neurons to sympathetically-associated neurons caudal to the 449 

SCI, the retrograde, transsynaptic tracer PRV-614 was injected into the kidneys. 72 hrs after viral 450 

inoculation, immunolabeling showed that numerous FG-labeled SPNs in the IML of spinal cord were 451 

infected with PRV (Fig. 6A, B). Some infected interneurons which were not labeled with FG were 452 

observed more medially in gray matter (Fig. 6B). Considering their proximity to FG+ SPNs, these 453 

interneurons are likely synaptically-linked to the SPNs. PRV-labeled cells were found throughout the 454 
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GFP+ RN-NSC grafts, though the majority of them were located close to the caudal interface. 455 

Importantly, co-staining for 5-HT antibody verified that 23 ± 5.2% of PRV infected neurons in the graft 456 

are serotonergic (Fig. 6F-H). There were infected cells in the graft at both 72-hr and 96-hr post-457 

inoculation (Fig. 6C-D, E). It did not show difference in the number of PRV-infected neurons within the 458 

graft between these two survival times (Fig. 6I). 459 

PRV transsynaptic tracing labeled neurons in the host brainstem. Although previous investigations 460 

did not support the likelihood of tracer transportation through central parasympathetic pathways in the 461 

kidney (Norvell and Anderson, 1983; Cano et al., 2004), it could not rule out the inappropriate 462 

evaluation resulting from insufficient expertise or technical limitations. To determine if PRV-labeled 463 

neurons in the brainstem were infected through reestablished sympathetic pathways, we also injected 464 

PRV into the kidneys of a separate cohort of animals that received SCI but no graft so that their 465 

supraspinal regulation of renal sympathetic pathways was largely interrupted but parasympathetic 466 

pathways kept intact. In both the RN-NSC grafted or injury-only animals, immunostaining for RFP 467 

revealed a few PRV-infected neurons in the dorsal motor nucleus of vagus nerve (DMV) and the 468 

nucleus ambiguus (NA), two preganglionic parasympathetic nuclei in the brainstem at 72-hr 469 

transportation. Labeling was more apparent in these regions at 96-hr post-infection (Fig. 7A-H). The 470 

majority of RFP-labeled neurons here were co-stained with ChAT, indicating they were cholinergic. In 471 

the DMV, PRV-infected neurons were adjacent to the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) which contained 472 

DBH+ noradrenergic neurons (Fig. 7B, C). In addition, we observed a few PRV-infected cells co-labeled 473 

with DBH in the NTS, which might indicate the short-distance projections from the NTS to DMV. PRV 474 

labeling in the parasympathetic nuclei was similar between RN-NSC grafted and injury control rats, 475 

suggesting that the tracer injected in the kidney can transsynaptically infect neurons within the brain 476 

following SCI via parasympathetic pathways.  477 

However, there was a stark difference when we examined PRV-infection of neurons in sympathetic 478 

premotor brainstem regions. We observed PRV-infected neurons in the RVLM, C1, and caudal raphe 479 
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nuclei only in RN-NSC grafted rats 96-hr post-infection. PRV-infected neurons in the RVLM did not 480 

immunostain for DBH (Fig. 7I), indicating they were not noradrenergic. PRV-infected neurons in the C1 481 

region were DBH+ (Fig. 7J). In the caudal RN, most infected neurons co-labeled with a 5-HT antibody, 482 

indicating they were serotonergic (Fig. 7K, L). We saw PRV-infected sympathetic premotor neurons in 483 

the host brainstem of all RN-NSC grafted rats at 96-hr viral transportation (Fig. 7O). On the contrary, 484 

we did not observe any infected cells in these presympathetic regions in injured rats with no graft. 485 

These data indicate that these PRV-labeled neurons were infected via sympathetic but not 486 

parasympathetic circuitry. 487 

Collectively, these data demonstrate that grafted RN-NSCs, including those that differentiated into 488 

5-HT+ neurons, projected caudally and formed functional synapses upon SPNs within the IML and/or 489 

sympathetically-associated interneurons. In turn, neurons in the supraspinal autonomic centers 490 

synapsed upon grafted RN-NSCs. Given our finding that supraspinal populations (e.g. RVLM) can 491 

regenerate into the RN-NSC graft (Fig. 5), these data illustrate that grafted RN-NSCs provide a means 492 

to relay transmission from supraspinal centers across the lesion to regulate sympathetic activity and 493 

improve cardiovascular function after SCI.  494 

Grafting RN-NSCs improves resting blood pressure  495 

A lasting hypotension and compensatory tachycardia at rest often occur after SCI at high levels. 496 

This has been attributed to interrupted supraspinal control of sympathetic tone. Notably, central 497 

serotonergic regulation is critical for normal, basal hemodynamics (Calaresu and Yardley, 1988). We 498 

found that grafting RN-NSCs into the injured cord improves resting hemodynamic performance. Ten 499 

weeks after complete T4 transection, rats without any type of grafts had a lower resting MAP (101 ± 2 500 

mmHg) and higher HR (459 ± 11 bpm), compared to naïve, uninjured rats (MAP, 118 ± 2 mmHg; HR, 501 

372 ± 6 bpm; MAP: One-way ANOVA, p = 0.005, Fisher’s PLSD, p < 0.01; HR: ANOVA, p = 0.001, 502 

Fisher’s PLSD, p < 0.001). However, the resting MAP in injured rats transplanted with RN-NSCs (115 ± 503 

4 mmHg) was similar to that in naïve controls, though the resting HR was still higher (458 ± 14 bpm, 504 
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Fisher’s PLSD, p < 0.001). In contrast, transplantation of E14 SC-NSCs, which are virtually devoid of 5-505 

HT+ neurons did not affect injury-induced hypotension or tachycardia. We observed a similar decrease 506 

in MAP and increase in HR in these animals compared to injured, non-transplanted control animals 507 

(both p > 0.05 vs. injury controls; both p < 0.05 vs. naïve rats) (Fig. 8), consistent with our previous 508 

report (Hou et al., 2013b). These data indicate that neural grafts enriched with serotonergic neurons 509 

attenuate high-level SCI-induced hypotension. 510 

Grafting embryonic NSCs alleviates naturally-occurring and CRD-induced AD 511 

Ten weeks after SCI and cell transplantation, continuous telemetric recordings were performed to 512 

determine the frequency of naturally-occurring AD events during a 24-hr phase (Fig. 9A, B). Compared 513 

to the injury control (Num of events: 16.0 ± 4.4), grafting E14 RN-NSCs reduced the incidence of 514 

naturally-occurring AD (4.3 ± 1.3; ANOVA p < 0.05, Fisher’s PLSD, p < 0.05), whereas grafting SC-515 

NSCs did not (6.7 ± 3.7, Fisher’s PLSD, p = 0.12). Rats receiving RN-NSCs did not have a statistically 516 

different number of events (Fisher’s PLSD, p = 0.91) than those grafted with SC-NSCs (Fig. 9C). In 517 

addition, there was no difference in the magnitude of the changes to MAP and HR during the 518 

occurrence nor the duration of AD between the three groups (data not shown).  519 

To further examine the severity of AD, we administered 1 minute of CRD, a well-controlled 520 

stimulus that mimics constipation, a common trigger of AD in humans, and that reliably and predictably 521 

induces an AD event experimentally. CRD quickly induced a stereotypical AD event (i.e. hypertension 522 

and bradycardia) in all groups with SCI, irrespective of whether they received grafts or not. However, 523 

the extent of the MAP increase in response to CRD in animals grafted with either RN- (32.6 ± 3.1 524 

mmHg) or SC-NSCs (40.3 ± 3.7 mmHg) was significantly smaller compared to the injury control (58.5 ± 525 

5.0 mmHg; One-way ANOVA, p = 0.006; Fisher’s PLSD, RN-NSC p < 0.001, SC-NSC p < 0.01). The 526 

change in MAP in rats with RN-NSC grafts was similar to that seen in those with SC-NSC. There was 527 

no difference in the degree of HR decrease during CRD between the 3 injured groups (Fig. 10A, C; 528 

One-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). To determine if cellular grafts influenced the recovery to baseline 529 
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parameters after the triggering stimulus is removed, we measured the time it took for MAP to return to 530 

pre-CRD levels. We found that animals grafted with RN-NSCs exhibited the shortest recovery time (101 531 

± 20 sec) whereas rats with injury alone (168 ± 7 sec) had the longest (One-way ANOVA, p = 0.018; 532 

Fisher’s PLSD, p < 0.01). The time to recovery to basal MAP levels in animals grafted with SC-NSCs 533 

(144 ± 16 sec) was in between that seen in animals grafted with RN-NSCs and those with an injury but 534 

no transplant (Fig. 10B, D). These results indicate that transplantation of embryonic RN-NSCs 535 

diminishes both experimentally-induced and naturally-occurring AD while grafting SC-NSCs only 536 

alleviates the former.  537 

RN-NSCs does not show better effect than brainstem-derived NSCs (BS-NSCs) 538 

To determine if RN-NSC grafts yielded any functional improvements over those seen with BS-NSCs 539 

in our previous study (Hou et al., 2013b), we compared these two data sets for resting hemodynamics 540 

and the change of parameters during CRD-induced AD. However, none of them showed significant 541 

difference, including resting MAP (RN-NSC 115 ± 4, BS-NSC 118.9 ± 3.7 mmHg; Unpaired t-test, p = 542 

0.6) and HR (RN-NSC 458 ± 15.4, BS-NSC 418.5 ± 7.7 bpm, p = 0.09), as well as the change in MAP 543 

(RN-NSC 32.6 ± 3.1, BS-NSC 38.6 ± 3.34 mmHg, p = 0.21) and HR (RN-NSC -120 ± 26, BS-NSC -119 544 

± 13.8 bpm, p = 0.97). Because we did not assess naturally-occurring AD or the recovery time after 545 

CRD-induced AD when we grafted BS-NSCs, we could not compare these indices.  Thus, increasing 546 

the percentage of 5-HT neurons in the graft does not appear to produce more extent of cardiovascular 547 

recovery other than those yielded by BS-NSCs. 548 

Pharmacological interventions and spinal cord re-transection compromise cardiovascular 549 

recovery 550 

To specifically examine the role of serotonin on the improved cardiovascular function we observed, 551 

we assessed the effect of blocking serotonin receptors signaling using antagonists on hemodynamics. 552 

In the spinal cord, serotonin regulates cardiovascular function via 5-HT2A receptors expressed on 553 

autonomic neurons (Doly et al., 2004; Cormier et al., 2010). Inhibiting activation of 5-HT2A receptors 554 
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using s. c. delivery of ketanserin reduced the resting MAP and increased HR in rats grafted with RN-555 

NSCs. Statistical analysis indicated that, compared to the baseline, the resting MAP significantly 556 

dropped when three different doses of ketanserin were delivered (basal: 115 ± 4, ket 0.5 mg/kg: 99 ± 3, 557 

1.5 mg/kg: 98 ± 2, 3.0 mg/kg: 95 ± 2 mmHg; Repeated measures one-way ANOVA followed by post 558 

hoc with Bonferroni corrections, all p < 0.01 compared to the basal); the increased HR was non-559 

significant (basal: 458 ± 14, ket 0.5 mg/kg: 489 ± 14, 1.5 mg/kg: 486 ± 8, 3.0 mg/kg: 469 ± 9 mmHg). 560 

Ketanserin administration did not induce significant changes to MAP or HR in SC-NSC-grafted rats and 561 

injury controls (Fig. 11A, B). The results demonstrated that RN-NSC but not SC-NSC grafts provided 562 

meaningful serotonergic regulation of recovered resting hemodynamics.  563 

We could not directly assess how inhibiting 5-HT receptors affects CRD-induced AD. After 564 

administration of ketanserin, CRD elicited only a subtle pressor response in all three groups of injured 565 

animals. This may be due to the necessity of these receptors for sympathetic reflexes or peripheral 566 

responses (Danzebrink and Gebhart, 1991; Trueblood et al., 2019). Therefore, we then turned to re-567 

transecting the spinal cord below the injury to evaluate the role of RN-NSC grafts in the improved 568 

cardiovascular function we observed. This severs axons that extend out of the graft, thus interrupting 569 

synaptic connections formed between neurons within the graft and those in the caudal spinal cord. Ten 570 

weeks after transplantation of RN-NSCs, cardiovascular parameters were measured including resting 571 

MAP and HR, naturally-occurring and CRD-induced AD. Then, the spinal cord was transected 2-3 mm 572 

below the graft. One week later, after hemodynamics restabilized, cardiovascular parameters were 573 

measured again. We observed that the re-transection did not impair the recovered resting MAP (before 574 

108 ± 1, after 111 ± 1 mmHg; Paired t-test, p > 0.05) and HR (before 451 ± 6, after 473 ± 6 bpm; p > 575 

0.05) (Fig. 11C). Re-transection did, however, increase the number of naturally-occurring AD (before 576 

3.8 ± 1.1, after 7.2 ± 1.4, p < 0.05) over a 24-hr recording period (Fig. 11D). Moreover, during CRD 577 

stimulation, the changes in MAP and HR were exacerbated (MAP: before 28.3 ± 6.0, after 45.6 ± 7.2 578 

mmHg, p < 0.05; HR: before -107 ± 12, after -128 ± 21 bpm, p > 0.05) to the level of injury controls (Fig. 579 
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11E, F). This denotes that projections either from or through the RN-NSC graft contribute to alleviating 580 

the deleterious sympathetic response.  581 

Discussion  582 

Cell transplantation is a promising therapeutic strategy to compensate for the damaged neuronal 583 

pathways after SCI and promote functional recovery. In the present study, we implanted 5-HT+ neuron-584 

enriched RN-NSCs to evaluate the specific effect of rebuilding descending serotonergic regulation on 585 

cardiovascular functional recovery. Consequently, grafting RN-NSCs reestablished connections 586 

between sympathetic premotor neurons in the brainstem and SPNs in the caudal spinal cord, leading to 587 

improved serotonergic control of cardiovascular function.  588 

Central serotonergic modulation of spinal autonomic output neurons is critical for maintaining 589 

cardiovascular function. For decades, anatomical and physiological research have disclosed the 590 

location of higher centers for hemodynamic modulation (Llewellyn-Smith, 2009). In particular, neurons 591 

in the caudal raphe nuclei of the brainstem play a specific role in serotonergic regulation of 592 

cardiovascular function (Minson et al., 2002). Here, we found that transplanting embryonic RN-NSCs 593 

into the lesion of a completely-transected spinal cord increased resting blood pressure and attenuated 594 

naturally-occurring- and CRD-induced AD. Although grafting RN-NSCs elevated resting MAP to the 595 

normal level, resting HR did not display substantial change. Since parasympathetic pathways regulating 596 

the heart are still intact after SCI, which was also denoted by PRV tracing, lack of effect on the HR in 597 

response to improved MAP after grafting is most likely the result of reduced baroreceptor regulation. 598 

Previous studies reported impaired baroreflex regulation of blood pressure and HR after SCI may be 599 

attributed to the compromised sensitivity of arterial baroreceptors (Maiorov et al., 1997; Draghici and 600 

Taylor, 2018). Baroreflex sensitivity in people with chronic SCI is roughly half of the able-bodied 601 

subjects (Convertino et al., 1991; Koh et al., 1994), which is likely due to the long-term impact of 602 

vascular stiffening on baroreceptive arteries (Phillips et al., 2014) and/or long-term generalized 603 
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deconditioning (van Koppenhagen et al., 2014; van der Scheer et al., 2015). In the present study, the 604 

results of increased MAP and unchanged HR suggest that RN-NSC grafts improves sympathetic 605 

regulation but have no effect on peripheral vascular pathophysiology and reduced baroreceptor 606 

sensitivity. When spinalized rats received SC-NSC grafting, resting hemodynamics were not 607 

augmented, consistent with our previous observations (Hou et al., 2013b). This indicates that the 608 

implants lack sufficient components that RN-NSCs have to elevate sympathetic vasomotor tone. 609 

Previous studies reported that 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors were identified to play a role in regulating 610 

blood pressure (Coote, 1990; Lewis and Coote, 1990). In the spinal cord, 5-HT2A receptor is robustly 611 

expressed on SPNs in the autonomic region (Maeshima et al., 1998; Doly et al., 2004). Taking 612 

advantage of this, we can manipulate the activity of 5-HT receptors to specifically study how 613 

reestablishing serotonergic control of SPNs restores cardiovascular function. Pharmacological blockade 614 

of 5-HT2A receptors with ketanserin eliminated the recovery of resting MAP in rats grafted with RN-615 

NSCs whereas the intervention did not significantly influence hemodynamic parameters in those either 616 

grafted with SC-NSCs or receiving only injury. Thus, these experiments suggest that serotonin-enriched 617 

RN-NSC grafts play an important role in control of the basal blood pressure. Furthermore, it precludes 618 

the possibility that the effect of drug is mediated via peripheral organs since the cellular and injury 619 

controls did not show significant changes in the performance.  620 

Grafting RN-NSCs reduced the frequency of naturally-occurring AD and the severity of CRD-621 

induced AD. Previous experiments showed that, in spinal-intact rats, bulbospinal serotonergic input to 622 

SPNs regulates spinal reflexes to keep CRD–induced pressor responses brief and small (Bacon and 623 

Smith, 1988; Hassessian et al., 1993). Here, we saw many 5-HT+ axons derived from transplanted RN-624 

NSCs topographically projecting to the IML and gray commissure, two main autonomic regions. These 625 

serotonergic axon terminals formed synaptic connectivity onto the caudal denervated SPNs. In addition, 626 

BDA tracing labeled host brainstem axons regenerating into the graft. The transsynaptic tracing with 627 

PRV further supports that 5-HT+ neurons within the graft formed a novel, compensatory relay circuit to 628 
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help regain serotonergic control of sympathetic activity. SC-NSCs mitigated the severity of CRD-629 

induced AD, consistent with our previous findings (Hou et al., 2013b). There was a trend of less events 630 

of naturally-occurring AD albeit no statistical impact versus injury controls. This may be due variation 631 

within the group. It is likely that different compositions of RN-NSCs and SC-NSCs account for distinct 632 

neuronal mechanisms following transplantation. Interestingly, when we pharmacologically inhibited 5-633 

HT2A receptors in the spinal cord implanted with RN-NSCs, only very subtle pressor responses were 634 

triggered by CRD. This illustrates that this receptor is involved in the spinal sympathetic reflex pathways; 635 

inactivation of spinal 5-HT2A receptor disables cardiovascular response to the noxious visceral 636 

stimulation.  637 

Spinal cord re-transection to disrupt synaptic connections formed between RN-NSC transplant and 638 

caudal neurons diminished recovery of the resting blood pressure and MAP changes in both naturally-639 

occurring and CRD-induced AD. However, these values did not reach to the extent to those with injury 640 

control, indicating that re-transection below the injury/graft only partially eliminated the recovery. One 641 

possible explanation for this is that monoamines, such as 5-HT, are known to be involved in both 642 

synaptic and volume transmission. There was partial integration of grafts with host tissue, resulting in 643 

gaps at the graft-host interface in the majority of animals. While the areas with nice integration would 644 

allow for axons to traverse into caudal cord to mediate functional recovery via synaptic transmission, an 645 

intriguing question remains: are the 5-HT-mediated effects we observed due to 5-HT secreted from 646 

grafted cells and diffusing across areas where there was a gap? Previous investigations found that the 647 

effective radius for diffusion of monoamine is approximately 7-8 μm (Fuxe et al., 2010; Borroto-Escuela 648 

et al., 2015), which is further than the vast majority of SPNs caudal to the lesion. Additionally, the high 649 

expression of collagen and chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) within the fibrotic and glial scars 650 

at the lesion site would limit diffusion of 5-HT. Nonetheless, we cannot directly rule out the possibility 651 

that viable cells within the graft produced abundant 5-HT that diffused into cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 652 

(Tadepalli et al., 1977), allowing for longer-distance transport to SPNs. Since recent studies found 653 
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stimulating spinal 5-HT2A receptors improves basal hemodynamic and reflexes in SCI rats (Cormier et 654 

al., 2010; Trueblood et al., 2019), excess serotonin in the CNS may maintain a certain degree of 655 

cardiovascular performance when serotonergic projections are interrupted.  656 

When early stage neurons are transplanted into a lesion, they can rebuild injured pathways to relay 657 

signal from high levels to the caudal spinal cord. It has been shown that engraftment of embryonic 658 

raphe cells (Ribotta et al., 2000; Slawinska et al., 2000) or immortalized serotonergic precursors (Hains 659 

et al., 2001) into the injured spinal cord below the lesion enhances locomotor function, which is 660 

attributable to graft-derived new serotonergic innervation of the host spinal cord circuitry (Majczynski et 661 

al., 2005). Here, grafting RN-NSCs into the lesion site of the spinal cord appears to successfully 662 

reconstruct a relay circuit of serotonergic regulation of sympathetic activity (Fig. 12). This is supported 663 

by evidence at multiple levels: 1) grafted early 5-HT+ neuron survival and projection to the caudal 664 

autonomic regions, 2) synapse formation between new axons and SPNs, 3) regeneration of host 665 

supraspinal pathways into the graft, 4) PRV-labeled 5-HT+ neurons in the graft and host brainstem. 666 

Furthermore, this is also supported by the abolishment of some recovery with either pharmacological 667 

blockade of serotonergic receptors or re-transections. Compared to the effect of BS-NSCs previously 668 

reported (Hou et al., 2013b), RN-NSC grafts did not yield better outcomes in resting hemodynamics 669 

and CRD-induced AD. It may illustrate that the small percentage of serotonergic neurons in the BS-670 

NSC grafts was sufficient to mediate recovery.  671 

PRV-infected sympathetic premotor neurons were detected in RN-NSC grafted rats but not in 672 

animals with injury and no graft, indicating that the supraspinal labeling resulted from viral replication 673 

and transport via reconnected sympathetic pathways. Interestingly, we observed PRV-infected 674 

cholinergic neurons within the DMV and NA, two parasympathetic nuclei in the brainstem, after SCI, 675 

regardless of whether a graft was present or not. Unlike the gastrointestinal system which is known to 676 

receive both sympathetic and parasympathetic efferents, central autonomic innervation of the kidney 677 

and spleen are still controversial. It was postulated that these two organs are controlled by only 678 
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sympathetic outflow and absent of efferent parasympathetic innervation because early experiments 679 

with tract tracing did not find labeled parasympathetic neurons in the brain (Norvell and Anderson, 1983; 680 

Schramm et al., 1993; Cano et al., 2001; Cano et al., 2004). In contrast, other studies reported 681 

evidence of parasympathetic neuronal fibers in the organs (Korsgren et al., 1993; van Amsterdam et al., 682 

2016). Our data indicate the kidney receives central control from sympathetic and parasympathetic 683 

autonomic divisions. It would be important to further investigate surpaspinal parasympathetic regulation 684 

of the kidney. 685 

Previous transplantation studies observed a non-neuronal partition separating the graft in the 686 

spinal cord but did not characterize its properties (Sharp et al., 2014). Now we know that the 687 

segregation is filled with numerous fibroblasts. As a healing process in response to injury, fibroblasts in 688 

the blood vessel, dura and other connective tissues in the vicinity of lesion site proliferate and migrate 689 

towards the lesion, where they secrete a large amount of extracellular matrix proteins, such as collagen, 690 

to seal off tissue deficits (Goritz et al., 2011; Fernandez-Klett and Priller, 2014; Dias et al., 2018). 691 

Immunostaining indicated that fibroblasts may also participate in angiogenesis into the graft while 692 

excessive collagen III deposits only in scar area. Accordingly, a major impedance to graft/host fusion 693 

may be hypertrophic fibroblast-released inhibitory factors but not these cells themselves. In spite of 694 

current progress in cellular grafting, some questions remain that will need further study. How can we 695 

attenuate fibrotic scarring to achieve better graft/host integration? Can a certain type of young neurons 696 

be more purified to evaluate its specific effects on cardiovascular function? Future research will 697 

elucidate these topics for potential clinical applications.  698 
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Figure legends 871 

Fig. 1. Schematics illustrate the experimental procedures. A-C, Donor cells are dissected from the 872 

raphe nuclei in the GFP transgenic rat embryonic brainstem. Immunostaining for 5-HT indicates (A) the 873 

distribution of numerous early stage serotonergic neurons in the rostral (B) and caudal (C) raphe nuclei 874 

in an E14 brainstem. The dotted lined areas are approximately the regions dissected for cell grafting. D, 875 

A diagram indicates cell transplantation and neuronal tract tracing. Immediately after spinal cord 876 

transection at T4 level (T4-Tx), E14 NSCs are implanted into the lesion site of the spinal cord. Animals 877 

survive for 10 weeks. Three weeks prior to sacrifice, BDA is injected into the RVLM of brainstem to 878 

anterogradely trace descending vasomotor pathways that regenerated into the graft. FluoroGold (FG) is 879 

injected i. p. to retrogradely label SPNs in the spinal cord. RN-NSC grafted rats received injections of 880 

PRV-614 into bilateral kidneys to retrogradely and transsysnaptically label neurons in the graft and host 881 

brainstem. E, A timeline shows the experimental arrangement. RVLM, rostral ventrolateral medulla; 882 

BDA, biotinylated dextran amine; RN, raphe nucleus; PRV, pseudorabies virus; SPN, sympathetic 883 

preganglionic neurons; Post-g. N., sympathetic postganglionic neurons. Scale bars: A, 2 mm; C, 200 884 

μm. 885 

 886 

Fig. 2. Grafted E14 BS-NSCs partially integrate into the spinal cord. A, Surviving GFP+ BS-NSC 887 

implants are shown in a serial of longitudinal spinal cord sections from the dorsal to ventral. Grafts form 888 

a bridge in the middle part and connect the rostral and caudal cords. B-G, Immunostaining revealed 889 

that (B) numerous PDGFR-β+ fibroblasts are present in the portions of the lesion devoid of GFP+ tissue. 890 

Collagen-III (C) and CSPG (D) are heavily deposited in this region. There is a little expression of GFAP 891 

at the interface of host/graft. In injury controls (E-G), however, a dense GFAP+ glial scarring is often 892 

present at the stumps of spinal cord. Intense Collagen-III and CSPG are stained into the lesion site of 893 

spinal cord. H-K, Abundant serotonergic neurons grow in RN-NSC grafts (H, I) whereas very few are 894 

detected (arrow) in SC-NSC grafts (J). These neurons express NeuN indicating that they have 895 

developed mature. (K) Cell quantification demonstrated that the percentage of serotonergic neurons in 896 
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RN-NSC grafts is significantly higher (Unpaired t-test, ***p < 0.001) than those in SC-NSC grafts (n = 6 897 

or 8 per group). Scale bars: A, 2 mm; G, 0.5 mm; H, J, 50 μm; I, 20 μm. 898 

 899 

Fig. 3. RN-NSC grafts derive abundant serotonergic fibers and project long distance to the caudal 900 

autonomic regions. A-C, Both grafted (A) RN- and (B) SC-NSCs initiate numerous GFP+ extensions 901 

towards the distal spinal cord while the lesion interrupts neuronal pathways in (C) injury controls 902 

indicated by disrupted 5-HT+ serotonergic fibers (n = 6 or 8 per group). D-H, In the spinal cord grafted 903 

with RN-NSCs (D-G), dense 5-HT+ fibers are overlapped with GFP and spanned several segments to 904 

the caudal IML, innervating to FG-labeled SPNs. In contrast, much less 5-HT+ fibers are observed in 905 

SC-NSC grafted cords (H). I, Co-localization of 5-HT+/GFP+ axons in the IML caudal to the lesion is 906 

shown under a higher magnification. J, K, Ample GFP+/5-HT+ fibers distribute in the caudal gray 907 

commission (GC) around the central canal. L-N, Axonal quantification demonstrated that (L) a greater 908 

number of serotonergic fibers emerged from RN-NSC grafts than those from SC-NSC grafts (Two-way 909 

ANOVA followed by Tukey’s adjustment, *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001 between groups). Though, the longest 910 

distance of 5-HT+ fibers (M) had no difference between the two groups (Unpaired t-test, p > 0.05), (N) 911 

neither the cell migration from the edge of spinal cord stumps (Unpaired t-test, p > 0.05). Scale bars: B, 912 

200 μm; C, 400 μm; F, 150 μm; H, 50 μm; I, 12 μm; K, 100 μm. 913 

 914 

Fig. 4. RN-NSC graft-derived serotonergic fibers form synapses in the caudal autonomic region. A-D, 915 

Confocal analysis demonstrated that numerous GFP+/5-HT+ axon terminals innervate to the IML, where 916 

the bouton-like structures form plentiful synapses onto adjacent neurons (N), identified by expressing 917 

the presynaptic marker synaptophysin. E, A higher magnification in 3-dimension confirms established 918 

synapses (white). Scale bars: D, 20 μm; E, 5 μm.  919 

 920 

Fig. 5. Descending vasomotor pathways regenerate into NSC-grafts. A-C, BDA injection into the RVLM 921 

labels regenerated supraspinal axon terminals within the GFP+ RN-NSC grafted region in the spinal 922 
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cord (n = 5). The dotted lines refer the interface of host (h)/graft (g). Labeled descending axon terminals 923 

(arrows) mainly emerge in the rostral part of GFP+ grafts. C is a higher magnification of the boxed 924 

region in A and B. D-F, Co-staining of BDA and immunofluorescent labeling of VEGFR-2 disclose that 925 

penetrated axon terminals often apposite along nascent blood vessels in GFP+ implants. Scale bars: B, 926 

D, 100 μm; C, 12.5 μm; F, 30 μm. 927 

 928 

Fig. 6. PRV transsynaptic tracing labels neurons in the graft. Ten weeks after cell transplantation, PRV-929 

614 was injected into the bilateral kidneys to transsynaptically trace reestablished supraspinal 930 

sympathetic pathways in RN-NSC grafted rats (n = 8). A-B, At 72-hr post-inoculation (n = 4), 931 

immunolabeling shows that (A) numerous PRV-infected SPNs emerge in the IML of caudal spinal cord, 932 

which are (B) co-labeled by FG (arrowheads). Some viral infected neurons but not FG-labeled (arrows) 933 

are observed in the middle area of gray matter, indicating the possibility of interneuronal identity linked 934 

to the SPNs. C-E, PRV injection transfect RN-NSCs in the grafts after 72- (C) or 96-hr (D, E) (n = 4) 935 

proliferation and transportation times. An inset image in C shows a PRV-labeled neuron (arrowhead) in 936 

the graft with high magnification. F-H, Importantly, 5-HT antibody co-staining verifies that a portion of 937 

PRV-infected neurons in the graft are serotonergic. I, Statistical analysis shows that the number of 938 

PRV-infected neurons in the graft is not significantly (Unpaired t-test, p > 0.05) different from 72- to 96-939 

hr post-injection. This suggests that grafted RN-NSCs rebuild descending autonomic regulation 940 

pathways following SCI by forming synaptic connectivity with spinal SPNs. Scale bars: A, 1.7 mm; B, 941 

75 μm; D, 80 μm; E, H, 20 μm. 942 

 943 

Fig. 7. PRV transsynaptic tracing labels neurons in the host brainstem. In either RN-NSC grafted or 944 

injury control animals, PRV-infected neurons were identified within parasympathetic nuclei in the 945 

brainstem at both 72- and 96-hr after inoculation (n = 3 or 4 per group). A-H, Representative 946 

photomicrograph shows RFP-immunolabeled PRV-infected neurons in (A-E) the dorsal motor nucleus 947 

of vagus nerve (DMV) and (F-H) the nucleus ambiguus (NA), which are co-labeled with ChAT indicative 948 
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of cholinergic (green), at 96-hr transportation time. In the DMV, RFP-labeled neurons (red) co-localized 949 

with (D, E) ChAT+ parasympathetic neurons (green) adjacent to the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) 950 

that contains DBH+ noradrenergic neurons (blue). I-L, However, we observed PRV-infected neurons in 951 

sympathetic premotor brainstem regions (e.g., rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM) and the caudal 952 

raphe nuclei (RN)) only in RN-NSC grafted rats at 96-hr (I) Labeled neurons are detected in the RVLM 953 

and (J) infected-C1 neurons within this region are DBH+. (K, L) Infected neurons in the caudal RN, 954 

such as the nucleus raphe pallidus (RPa) and raphe magnus (RMg), are co-labeled with TPH antibody, 955 

indicating serotonergic identity. No infected cell is detected within the presympathetic regions at the 956 

brainstem level in animals with injury control. M, Quantification of PRV-infected neurons in the RVLM or 957 

RN in RN-NSC grafted or injury control rats at 96-hr post-infection. N, O, Parasympathetic and 958 

presympathetic structures in the brainstem are outlined in a two-dimensional, (N) horizontal longitudinal 959 

or (O) transverse plane albeit they may be located at different levels. Scale bars: B, 400 μm; C, 200 μm; 960 

D, G, 100 μm; E, 35 μm; H, 30 μm; L, 75 μm.  961 

 962 

Fig. 8. Grafting RN-BSCs improves resting hemodynamic performance following SCI. Telemetric 963 

recordings show that, 10 weeks after complete T4 spinal cord transection (n = 6 or 8 per group), rats 964 

with injury only exhibit significantly (A) lower resting MAP (One-way ANOVA, p = 0.005; Fisher’s PLSD 965 

**p < 0.01); and (B) higher HR (ANOVA, p = 0.001; Fisher’s PLSD ***p < 0.001). However, the resting 966 

MAP in rats receiving RN-NSCs is elevated to the level of naïve controls (p > 0.05) while the resting HR 967 

is still higher than the normal level (***p < 0.001). Transplantation of E14 SC-NSCs does not affect 968 

decreased MAP and increased HR following SCI (both p > 0.05 vs. injury controls; both p < 0.05 vs. 969 

naïve rats). 970 

 971 

Fig. 9. The incidence of naturally-occurring autonomic dysreflexia reduces after grafting embryonic 972 

NSCs in the injured spinal cord. A, Representative MAP tracers is shown in over a 24-hr period (n = 6 973 

or 8 per group). An episode of autonomic dysreflexia, detected by employing the algorithm, is indicated 974 
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with a vertical line. B, A typical spontaneous autonomic dysreflexia is shown in time-stretched tracers of 975 

MAP and HR in a RN-NSC grafted rat, which is manifested by suddenly increased MAP and 976 

simultaneously decreased HR. The vertical dotted lines refer the beginning and end of autonomic 977 

dysreflexia. In addition, the horizontal black line represents the baseline of MAP whereas the horizontal 978 

grey line corresponds to a smoothed curve. C, Statistical analysis reveals significantly less events of 979 

autonomic dysreflexia in rats grafted with RN-NSCs than those with injury alone (One-way ANOVA p < 980 

0.05, Fisher’s PLSD both *p < 0.05). Statistically, animals receiving RN-NSCs has no different 981 

occurrence of autonomic dysreflexia compared to those receiving SC-NSC graft (p = 0.91). 982 

 983 

Fig. 10. Grafting RN-NSCs mitigates the severity of colorectal distension (CRD)-induced autonomic 984 

dysreflexia. A, C, An episode of autonomic dysreflexia develops in response to CRD, which mimics a 985 

visceral pain, in all tested rats (n = 6 or 8 per group). Compared to animals with injury alone, a lower 986 

extent of increased MAP is detected in animals grafted with either RN- or SC-NSCs (One-way ANOVA, 987 

p = 0.006; Fisher’s PLSD, RN-NSC ***p < 0.001, SC-NSC **p < 0.01). The change of MAP is non-988 

significantly smaller (p > 0.05) in RN-NSC grafted animals than SC-NSC grafted animals. In contrast, 989 

there is no difference in HR change during CRD between NSC grafted animals and those with injury 990 

alone (ANOVA, p > 0.05) although HR decreases in all three groups corresponding to the stimulus. B, 991 

D, After 1-min CRD duration, the MAP and HR gradually recover to baseline level. Quantitative analysis 992 

demonstrates distinct recovery time among the three groups, in which the shortest time is displayed in 993 

rats grafted with RN-NSCs and the longest time in rats with injury alone. Statistics indicates significantly 994 

shorter recovery time in RN-NSC grafted rats compared to those with injury alone (ANOVA, p = 0.018; 995 

Fisher’s PLSD, **p < 0.01). However, the recovery time in SC-NSC grafted rats, longer than RN-NSC 996 

grafted rats but shorter than rats with injury alone, is non-significantly different versus both groups 997 

(Fisher’s PLSD, both p > 0.05). 998 

 999 
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Fig. 11. Pharmacological intervention or spinal cord re-transection compromises cardiovascular 1000 

improvements. A, B, A serial dose of ketanserin is administered s. c. to block 5-HT2A receptors during 1001 

hemodynamic recordings (n = 5 or 6 per group). (A) A tracer of continuous recording shows, in 1002 

response to the drug delivery, the resting MAP reduces in RN-NSC grafted animals whereas it does not 1003 

display obvious change in those either grafted with SC-NSCs or injury controls. (B) Statistical analysis 1004 

confirmed that the resting MAP is significantly decreased (Repeated measures one-way ANOVA with 1005 

Bonferroni corrections, all **p < 0.01) and HR is non-significantly increased (all p > 0.05) in RN-NSC-1006 

grafted rats. In contrast, blocking 5-HT2A receptors does not induce meaningful change in either rats 1007 

grafted with SC-NSCs or injury controls (all p > 0.05). C-F, After spinal cord re-transection below the 1008 

level of RN-NSC grafts, (C) the resting MAP and HR do not change dramatically (Paired t-test, both p > 1009 

0.05). (D) During 24-hr recordings, re-transection causes significantly more events of naturally-1010 

occurring autonomic dysreflexia (Paired t-test, *p < 0.05). (E) Representative examples of CRD-1011 

induced autonomic dysreflexia before and after spinal cord re-transection (n = 4). A dramatic rise in 1012 

MAP and decrease in HR can be seen when a balloon-tipped catheter is inflated in the colon. Markedly, 1013 

the extent of MAP increase and HR decrease is exacerbated after re-transection. (F) Statistical analysis 1014 

shows that CRD stimulation induces a greater increase in MAP (Paired t-test, *p < 0.05) and non-1015 

significant decrease in HR (p > 0.05) compared to those prior to re-transection. 1016 

 1017 

Fig. 12. A schematic diagram illustrates the reestablished vasomotor pathways. Primary afferent fibers 1018 

initiating from arterial chemo- and baroreceptors project excitatory inputs to the nucleus tractus 1019 

solitarius (NTS) in the brainstem. Parasympathetic baroreceptor afferent fibers ascend in the vagus and 1020 

glossopharyngeal cranial nerves, providing inhibitory inputs to the NTS. As a major recipient of primary 1021 

sensory cardiovascular information, the NTS precisely regulates hemodynamic performance through 1022 

the caudal ventrolateral medulla (CVLM) and the rostral ventrolateral medulla (RVLM). At the brainstem 1023 

level, neurons in the RVLM and other pre-sympathetic nuclei originate supraspinal vasomotor fibers 1024 

projecting to the SPNs in the IML of spinal cord, regulating cardiovascular function. High-level SCI often 1025 
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interrupts this descending control and results in disordered hemodynamics. Transplanting embryonic 1026 

RN-NSCs into the lesion extend projections onto the SPNs in the caudal spinal cord. On the other hand, 1027 

the cellular graft facilitates the regeneration of disrupted host supraspinal vasomotor pathways and 1028 

form synapses with grafted neurons. Thus, supraspinal autonomic pathways are rebuilt via a relay-1029 

based indirect circuit to regulate cardiovascular function following SCI.  1030 


























